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Abstract 
The recovery methods for main-memory database systems are mostly based on maintaining a 
disk based log and checkpoint. The information written to the log usually consists oflow level 
information, before-after images or single tuple updates. In this paper we examine the effect 
of writing higher level update information to the log. This results in less logging overhead 
during normal processing, but an increased replay overhead during recovery. 
In this paper we introduce a cost model for analyzing the effect of higher level logging on 
the transaction throughput, and present the results · of a performance analysis based on this 
cost model. 
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1 Introduction 
An advantage of main-memory DBMS over disk-based systems is the performance gain 
that results from ignoring one level in the storage hierarchy during retrieval. However, to 
ensure stability either its memory should be non-volatile, i.e. safe RAM, or disks should be 
used to keep logs and checkpoints. PRISMA 1 follows the latter approach; using multiple 
disks to realize a stable storage subsystem. 
The overhead involved in maintaining a log and checkpoint pair has been identified as 
a limiting factor for the transaction throughput. Traditionally logging takes place at the 
physical record level, which reduces the time spent in reconstructing the actual database 
from the most recent checkpoint. Logging at a logical level, for instance of SQL update 
statements, can greatly reduce the amount of log information stored, and therefore reduce 
the IO cost involved in reading the log. The price being paid is an increased CPU cost, due 
1The PRISMA project is a SPIN project, partially funded by the Dutch government, and is a joint 
effort of Philips Research Labs, the CWI and several Dutch universities for the development of a parallel 
inference and storage machine. 
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to longer log replay. This cost may be reduced considerably by the exploitation of parallel 
hardware. In general a tradeoff must be made, between the overhead of logging during 
normal processing and the time spent in crash recovery. 
Several techniques are proposed to reduce the overhead for logging and checkpointing , 
including parallel logging [AD85], using stable log storage [DKO+84, Eic87], and database 
partitioning [LC87]. It is for memory resident databases not entirely obvious at which level 
the logging process should take place. In this paper we present a cost model, which is used 
to examine the effect of the logging level. This model is also used to study the effect of 
parallel logging, and database partitioning on the transaction throughput in the context of 
the PRISMA architecture. 
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section two contains a short intro-
duction to the PRISMA architecture and gives an indication of related work. In the third 
section the PRISMA recovery architecture is presented. A cost model for this architecture 
can be found in section four and, finally, we present the results of some experiments based 
on this cost model. 
2 Background and scope 
2.1 PRISMA and POOL 
The PRISMA database management system is developed fo a prototype multiprocessor 
machine, which consists of 100 processing nodes interconnected through a dedicated packet 
switching network. Each processing node is based on a MC68020 with 16 Mbyte of non-
stable memory. Every two nodes share a 150Mbyte disk (See elsewhere in this volume). 
The PRISMA database system is implemented in POOL-X [Ame88] a parallel object ori-
ented language designed to simplify the construction of parallel applications. The language 
provides a stable storage class for data persistency. This class offers the same operations as 
an ordinary typed file (a la Pascal), but the implementation ensures that writes are atomic 
and that they survive system crashes and disk failures. 
The language does not provide a low level interface to disk, which would allow reading 
and writing pages directly and fancy disk allocation algorithms for minimizing average seek 
time. Furthermore, the DBMS designer has no control over the physical records, nor direct 
access to the system buffers to speedup checkpointing. Everything below the simple file 
interface is hidden. Consequently logging and checkpointing can only be implemented in 
terms of POOL objects. 
2.2 Related work 
In [LC87] Carey and Lehman propose to perform the log and checkpointing operation 
on database partitions. A partition is used to store a variety of information, ranging from 
indices to tuples. The logfile and checkpoint file for a partition contains enough information 
to allow for an independent recovery of the partition. Using demand recovery improves the 
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average response time of transactions further. The undo records for update transactions 
are stored in volatile memory. A separate recovery processor is used to write the redo log 
entries of committed transactions to stable storage. 
In PRISMA the database relations are already partitioned into fragments. In many 
respects, the fragment storage can be seen as a partition in terms of [LC87] and, thus, 
could be the level the recovery and logging process. 
In [DK0+84] DeWitt compares several recovery schemes for disk-resident multi-processor 
database machines. Methods based on logging, shadowing, and differential files are com-
pared. The experiments show that a recovery scheme based on parallel logging is most 
suited for multiprocessor database machines. In particular it proves to be an effective tech-
nique for improving the transaction throughput. Although PRISMA is foremost a main 
memory machine, the observation of DeWitt is still relevant, because the overhead involved 
in gathering the recovery information is considered. 
The paper by Eich [Eic87] gives a classification of recovery architectures for main mem-
ory database systems. The different classes are compared on transaction throughput and 
transaction cost (response time). The classification is based on: (1) the amount of stable 
memory (none, only log, and all), (2) availability of logging hardware (yes, no), (3) check-
pointing overhead (yes, no) and (4) commit policy (immediate, group and precommit). 
From a simple analytical model the following general conclusions are drawn: (1) group 
commit is bad for response time for an individual transaction, (2) stable memory and log 
processor is good for both response time and throughput, (3) if there is no stable memory, 
use group commit to improve throughput. The cost model presented, ignores the effect of 
the level level at which the logging takes place. 
In the remainder, we investigate the influence of the logging level on the transaction 
cost and throughput. Our primary goal is to :find a recovery architecture suitable for the 
PRISMA machine. Thus, we have to ignore the evidently good approaches to equip the 
system with some safe RAM [CKKS89]. The software techniques like partitioning and 
parallel logging can be used, however. 
The next section presents the considerations for the design of the PRISMA recovery 
architecture. 
3 Recovery architecture 
In this section we describe the general architecture of PRISMA and describe how the ideas 
of parallel logging, database partitioning, and choosing a different logging level work out 
in the PRISMA context. 
We start with a brief description of query processing within PRISMA. A more detailed 
description of the architecture can be found in [KAH+87]. Then we define the causes 
for transaction failures and, :finally, we present three alternative logging techniques for 
PRISMA, which are based on varying the level at which logging takes place. 
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3.1 PRISMA query processing 
The PRISMA database system is designed as a distributed relational database system. 
The database relations are fragmented and stored in data managers, called One Fragment 
Managers (OFM). A fragmentation rule tells how the relation can be reconstructed from its 
fragments. Currently, horizontal fragmentation is supported only. Following the fragmen-
tation rules a query on a relation is translated to queries on its composing OFM's, which 
can be executed in parallel. 
Transactions are translated by an SQL parser to its equivalent form in XRA, which 
stands for eXtended Relational Algebra. A description of this language can be found in 
[WG89]. Apart from the ordinary set of relational operators like select, join, group an 
project, XRA offers operators for handling recursive queries and operators to express and 
control parallel execution of subqueries. 
The Query Optimizer transforms the XRA statements to a semantically equivalent but 
less costly set of XRA statements. The optimizer uses the fragmentation rules to expres 
the query in terms of operations on fragments. In the sequel we refer to the two forms of 
the XRA query as XRA-R (on relations) and XRA-F (on fragments). 
The Transaction Manager takes the XRA-F transaction, requests locks for the involved 
fragments and passes the individual OFM's the required XRA-F statements. Before a 
transaction commits, the Transaction Manager checks the integrity constraints, which must 
hold for the database relations. Transaction atomicity is ensured using a standard two phase 
commit protocol. 
The individual OFM's execute the XRA-F statements on their fragment data. Each 
XRA-F update operation, which is set oriented, can result in a sequence of tuple insertions 
and deletions. 
3.2 PRISMA transaction failures 
The recovery mechanism of a database system must be able to recover from different causes 
for transaction abort. Following the overview on transaction oriented recovery given in 
[HR83], we distinguish between transaction failures, system failures and media failures. 
Transaction failures are likely to happen frequently, about 1 % - 10% of all update trans-
actions [Reu84]. The recovery from these failures should therefore be fast. In PRISMA, 
like other main memory database systems, we keep the undo logrecords in volatile memory, 
which results in a fast recovery from these failures. 
System failures are caused by hardware failures, operating system failures, and database 
system software failures. Estimations based on the failure rate of the hardware components 
in PRISMA, indicate that a hardware caused system crash occurs every three days [Mul87]. 
For the other causes of system failure we can not give a reliable estimation. The machine 
recovers from a system crash by performing a cold restart. Thus in the event that one 
processing node fails, the whole system is rebooted. 2 
2The problem of building a fault tolerant system was considered to be out of the scope of this project. 
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The database is protected against media failures by using replicated files as a backup 
storage for the fragment data. The replicas are allocated by the operating system to 
different disks. After a system crash, the operating system restores the file system into a 
consistent state. Thus recovery from media failures is performed by the operating system. 
3.3 PRISMA logging and recovery 
A transaction is any sequence of XRA (update) statements bracketed as such. The Transac-
tion Manager is in charge of guarding the transaction semantics, i.e. atomicity, consistency, 
isolation and durability. The recovery mechanism assures that the effects of committed 
transactions survive system crashes. 
The recovery mechanism for PRISMA maintains a log file, where the update statements 
for a transaction are recorded. The logfile is also used to record the transaction status 
information. The transaction status can be aborted or committed. In the event of a 
system crash, the updates of all committed transactions, which are recorded on the logfile 
are replayed. To reduce the replay time, the database is checkpointed once the log size 
reaches a certain threshold value. A low treshold value incurs too much checkpointing 
overhead during normal processing. However, if the treshold value is chosen too large, 
log replay during recovery becomes too time consuming [CBDU75]. Clearly, we need a 
threshold value for which the overhead is minimal. 
In PRISMA a two phase commit protocol is used to obtain transaction atomicity [CP84]. 
For the design of the recovery mechanism, which is integrated in the two phase commit 
protocol, two choices have to be made: 
• Which processes are involved in logging ? 
• What information is logged ? 
The logging process can either be centralized or distributed. In centralized logging the 
Transaction Manager could log all the update information. In distributed logging, both 
the OFM's and the Transaction Manager could be involved in the logging process. For 
distributed logging the Transaction Manager records the global abort or commit decision 
on the transaction log only. The OFM's record the updates performed on behalf of the 
transaction, the local abort or commit decision, and the global decision. 
The design of the logging and recovery scheme for PRISMA aims for the best possible 
transaction throughput. That is, we do not optimize the logging procedure or the recovery 
procedure in isolation, but together in relation to the expected mean time between failure 
(MTBF). The choice of what is logged has a direct influence on the crash recovery time 
and the logging overhead. Evidently, logging at the highest level in PRISMA leads to small 
amounts of log info. But the cost associated with recovery could become so high that the 
effective transaction throughput remains low. So there is a tradeoff between IO and CPU 
cost. 
In the following overview we consider, the influence of a given log level on the replay cost 
and logging cost for a transaction. Three different logging levels are considered: XRA-R, 





salary = salary* 1.10 
dept = "CS" 
3.3.1 XRA-R 
The SQL transaction is translated by the SQL parser to the following XRA-R transaction: 
update(R, select(R, dept =11 CS"), salary= salary* 1.10) 
commit/abort 
The logging process is controlled by the Transaction Manager, which writes the trans-
action commit or transaction abort decision to the log. A checkpoint operation is initiated 
by the Transaction Manager, whenever the log size reaches a certain threshold. Update 
operations are only written to the log if all the locks for the operation have been acquired. 
This ensures that during replay the transactions are reexecuted in the correct order. 
The recovery process requires that all OFM's reload their latest checkpoint and that 
the Transaction Manager, in charge of the recovery, replays the operations of committed 
transactions found on the log. The replay cost includes the translation of the XRA-R 
statements to XRA-F statements. 
3.3.2 XRA-F 
Logging at the XRA-F level is just like logging at the XRA-R level a form of centralized 
logging. The advantage is that the XRA-F statements are already optimized. The amount 
of log information., however, is larger. The single example XRA-R statement is translated 
to n1 XRA-F statements, if the relation R is stored in n1 fragments. 3 
update(F,, select(F;, dept = 11 CS"), salary= salary* 1.10) i = 1, ... , n1 
commit/abort 
The Transaction Manager records the XRA-F statements and the transaction commit 
and transaction abort decisions on the log. The checkpoint operation is again initiated by 
the Transaction Manager. 
The recovery process involves reloading the latest checkpoint in the OFM's and replaying 
the XRA-F log. 4 
3This number of logrecords is a pessimistic value and probably too high in practice. 
4It is possible with this scheme to recover fragments on demand by analyzing the dependency graph 
for fragments and transactions. This analysis delivers a subset of the transactions on the transaction log, 
which is minimally required to recover the database to a correct state. It general, it is unlikely that this 
subset is smaller than the complete collection of completed transactions on the transaction log. 
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3.3.3 Tuple 
Logging at the tuple level is a form of distributed logging. It is basically the technique 
described in [CP84]. Each XRA-F statement results in a list of tuple updates. The exact 
amount depends on the selectivity of the update and the size of the fragment sf· In 
PRISMA a hash-based fragmentation scheme is used, thus each fragment has on the average 
the same amount of tuple updates. 
update(tuplei, f(tuplei)) i = 1, ... , <TSJ 
precommit 
commit/abort 
The OFM's write the list of tuple updates to a private log. If the size of the log becomes 
too large, a checkpoint of the fragment data is made. Because the One Fragment Manager 
has complete control over the updates on the fragment it is also possible to perform a 
'fuzzy' checkpoint operation. By keeping a copy of the data of completed transactions, the 
checkpoints can be written to disk, while new update transactions are in progress. This 
process is described in a little more detail in [DKO+84]. 
For recovery it is necessary that the OFM records both the precommit, as well as the 
global commit or global abort records for the two phase commit protocol. The Transaction 
Manager writes the global decision on a system log, because a crash may occur before the 
global decision is recorded on the logs of all OFM's involved. 
The recovery of an OFM then involves reloading its most recent checkpoint and replaying 
the updates of completed transactions from its private logfile. Transactions, which have 
entered their precommit phase, but which have not yet run to completion are either aborted 
or committed, depending on the information on the system log. 
Because the logging and checkpointing information involves only a single fragment, it 
is possible to recover fragments individually. This makes on demand recovery of fragments 
possible. 
4 Cost model 
In the previous section, we have discussed in general terms the recovery mechanisms for 
each logging level and argued that there is a tradeoff between logging overhead during 
normal processing and recovery time. In this section, we want to substantiate this claim by 
deriving a simple cost model for a memory resident database system. Our model is based 
on the one proposed by Eich [Eic87] for main memory database systems to experiment with 
different logging policies. The main difference is that we model the recovery time explicitly, 
as it influences the throughput. 
The cost model is based on a simplified PRISMA architecture consisting of several 
processors connected by a communication network and sharing a single disk (see figure 1). 
The effect of using several disks in parallel can be modeled by reducing the time to read 
or write to disk. The fragments of a relation are allocated to different processors and we 
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Figure 1: The architecture for the cost model 
Disk 
assume that an update transaction affects a single relation only. This means that the tuple 
modifications, during normal processing and log replay can be performed in parallel for 
each fragment. 
The procedure for determining the proper logging level is as follows. First, we express 
the transaction throughput as a function of the checkpointing frequency. Next, we deter-
mine the checkpointing scheme that maximizes transaction throughput. Finally, this cost 
formula is used to determine the maximum transaction throughput for different logging 
levels , using some typical cost estimates for the basic operations, like writing log records 
and copying memory. 
4.1 The basic cost model 
A summary of the parameter setting is given in table 1. In the remainder <T represents the 
update selectivity; that is the fraction of the relation, modified by an update transaction. 
The transaction throughput Tt depends on the MTBF T1, the recovery time CR and the 
average transaction time Ct. We assume that the recovery must be :finished before normal 
processing can begin. 
T1 - CR 
Tt = T 
Ct f 
The recovery cost is determined by the cost for reloading the latest database checkpoint 
and the cost for replaying the log records. The reload cost depends on the database size 
sdb (in pages ) and the time to read a page from disk c.;0 • 
The checkpointing policy for all logging levels considered is that LmaaJ log records are 
written, after which a new checkpoint is produced. The replay cost consist of the IO cost 
for reading a log record c1 and of the CPU cost for re-executing the log record Creplay• 
Obviously Creplay depends on the logging level. 
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SQL 0.6 SQL level execution overhead 
XRA-R 0.4 XRA-R level replay overhead 
XRA-F 0.2 XRA-F level replay overhead 
Tuple 0.0 Tuple level replay overhead 
fu 0.25 the fraction of update transactions 
ft 0.03 the fraction of failing update transactions 
S/ 0.1 the size of a log record in pages 
St 0.5 the size of a tuple in pages 
nt 1000 the number of tuples in a fragment 
n1 10 the number of fragments in a relation 
nr 30 the number of relations in the database 
T1 259200 MTBF 
Cio 0.03 time to read/write a page to/from disk 
Cqry 0.8 average cpu time per read transaction 
Ctuple 0.001 tuple update cost 
Table 1: The parameter setting 
The average transaction time Ct is determined by assuming that a fraction fu of all 
transactions are update transactions. We assume that the cpu cost involved in read trans-
actions can be estimated by constant cost Cqry• The effect of parallel execution is already 
included. 
Ct (1 - fu)Cr + fuCu 
Cr = Cqry 
The cost for an update transaction depends on the cost for updating the data Cuvd, 
the number of log records produced by the transaction n1, on the proportional overhead 
required for the checkpoint operation Cchk, the checkpoint frequency fc and the fraction 
of transaction failures ft• Note that the number of log records produced in a transaction 
depends on the log level. 
The update cost consists of a fixed amount for translating the SQL update operation to 
tuple updates and on a variable cost for modifying the selected tuples. The latter depends 
on the update selectivity o- and the fragment size nt. 
Cupd = s Q L + O-nt Ctuple 
Every time the total number oflog records written to the log exceeds the threshold value 
Lmaz, a checkpoint is generated. This results in a fraction of _.I.!L._Ln checkpoint operations ....... 
per update transaction. 
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The time spent in the checkpoint operation depends on the amount of dirty pages 
produced during normal processing. We make the assumption that the (tuple) updates are 
equally distributed over all the database pages. Using probabilistic arguments we find an 
expression for the expected amount of dirty pages after k tuple updates. 
Between two checkpoints run kmia update transactions, which produce together 
n1 
k = un1ntl:.mia tuple updates. 
n1 
Cchk = (1 - (1 - •~ )k))sdbCio 
The cost for undoing the result of a transaction is determined by the amount of updates 
already performed on a fragment. As the list of undo records is kept in memory, no IO cost is 
involved. Therefore, the update selectivity u determines the amount of tuple modifications, 
which have to be undone. 
Cundo = <rntCtuple 
Given the formula for the transaction throughput can determine the maximum through-
put for each logging level by filling in the nz and Creplay parameters and differentiating the 
transaction throughput. 
_d_Tt = Q 
dLm .. ., 
As the solution of this equality is analytically intractable, we have solved the equality 
numerically. 
4.2 Analysis of the logging levels 
The cost formula rt(Lma:z:) is parameterized by the replay cost Creplay per log record and the 
number of log records per transaction n1. 
The replay cost depends on the number of transactions, which can be replayed and the 
cost per transaction. On the average about kmiu.
2 
update transactions have to be replayed 
n1 
after a system crash. This is per log record 1.... 
n1 
The transaction cost for each logging level depends on a level dependent overhead Czeuel 
and replay cost for the tuple updates, which depends on the update selectivity. The replay 
of the tuple updates can be performed in parallel for each fragment and therefore only 




For the XRA-R level 2 log records are produced per transaction. The replay cost per log 
record involves the translation of the XRA update statement and the subquery execution 
in the OFM, which are performed in parallel. 
The XRA-F level produces 1 + n1 log records. The replay cost per log record is again 
composed of a fixed overhead for translating the XRA-F statements and the actual tuple 
updates. 
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I XRA-R I XRA-F I Tuple 
n1 2 1 + n 1 1 + 2n1 + un1nt 
Cleve! XRA-R XRA-F 0 
logging method centralized centralized distributed 
Table 2: Parameter setting for different logging levels 
At the tuple level for each tuple update a log record is produced. The replay cost per 
log record is simply the cost for performing a single tuple update. As the log records for 
the n1 fragments can be replayed in parallel. An overview of the parameter settings for the 
different logging levels can be found in table 2. 
5 Experiments and results 
The cost model presented formed the basis for some experiments to increase our under-
standing of the parameter settings. These experiments show that choosing a higher log 
level as the basis of the recovery architecture improves the transaction throughput of the 
database system. Additional experiments were conducted to validate that this conclusion 
holds even when the parameters for the hardware change an order of magnitude, and if the 
ratio read/update transaction shifts. All calculations are based on the default parameter 
settings, which can be found in table 1. 
Critical in optimizing the recovery mechanism is the choice of the threshold log value. 
This value is different for each log level, because it is determined by the replay cost and 
the log cost. For tuple level logging the maximum transaction throughput is reached at 
much higher values for the log size threshold, than for XRA-R and XRA-F level logging. 
This is caused by the checkpointing overhead. For tuple level logging, the threshold value 
Lma:e is reached sooner than for XRA-R and XRA-F level logging, which results in more 
checkpointing overhead per transaction. An increase in the update selectivity necessarily 
results in a reduced transaction throughput, but has no effect on the optimal threshold 
value. The results of this experiment can be found in figure 2. 
Given the optimal threshold value for each logging level we determined the effect of 
changing the update selectivity for a transaction on the maximum transaction throughput. 
(See figure 3). 
The transaction throughput for tuple logging degrades more quickly as a function of 
update selectivity than the other methods. This is caused by the logging overhead during 
normal processing. We expected that for low values of the update selectivity, the recovery 
mechanism based on tuple logs would beat a recovery mechanism based on XRA-R or 
XRA-F logging. However, even for update selectivity values, where only a single tuple 
was updated, XRA-R and XRA-F logs give the highest performance. This effect can be 
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Figure 2: The transaction rate as a function of Lmaz 
overhead during normal processing. The replay overhead, which is higher for XRA-R and 
XRA-F logging, is negligible for large values of MTBF. Experiments with values for the 
MTBF, which were an order of magnitude smaller, however, showed that tuple logging 
neither beats XRA-R logging. 
By varying the ratio fu between read and update transactions, we can get an impression 
of the overhead involved in logging. The results on transaction rate can be found in :figure 
4. It highlights the considerable influence of the read/update transaction ratio. To find out 
whether this is should be attributed to the logging overhead or only by the amount of tuple 
updates, we have run the same experiment with the overhead for logging and checkpointing 
set to zero. This situation corresponds with a database system equipped with safe ram and 
a separate checkpoint processor. The result of this experiment is shown in :figure 5. As 
expected, tuple level logging performs under these circumstances ( only marginally) better 
than XRA-R and XRA-F level logging. The maximum transaction throughput, however, 
is hardly influenced. This indicates that the overhead is primarily determined by the tuple 
updates and the overhead caused by transactions failures. Although this effect is at first 
sight in conflict with the results reported in [Eic87], the different :findings can be explained. 
In that paper only tuple level logging was considered. If we only look at the effect of stable 
memory on the transaction throughput for tuple level logging, we observe a similar increase 
of transaction throughput. 
6 Conclusion 
In this paper we have considered the impact of choosing a higher logging for memory 
resident database systems. The cost model, although very simple, indicates that for trans-
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Figure 3: The maximum transaction rate as a function of the update selectivity CT. 
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Figure 5: The ratio ;;, where Ttl represents the maximum transaction rate in a stable 
memory environment 
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actions with a high update selectivity, logging at an algebraic level does improve the trans-
action throughput over tuple level logging. This method results in a performance gain of 
about the same order of magnitude as using stable memory to keep the log tables, and 
parallel checkpointing hardware. The reason is that the cost for log replay after a system 
crash has decreased considerably, when the database is stored in memory. 
In the current implementation of PRISMA, the recovery mechanism is based on logging 
at the tuple level. Provided that the evaluation of the cost model using the PRISMA 
architecture does not lead to contradictory results, the next version of PRISMA should 
seriously consider XRA logging. 
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